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beyond
the body

Introducing a comprehensive approach to patient care

Breast cancer steals a woman’s energy,
and hijacks her hair and her chest,
changes that threaten her confidence
and feelings of femininity.
While women face
life-and-death decisions,
they also struggle with
difficult physical changes.
Find out how breast cancer
challenges a woman’s perception
of beauty, and how she can blossom
into a survivor with a new sense of self.
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Two Marion Center
Area School District
teachers recently
steered students
on a bike tour of the
Gettysburg battlefields,
combining exercise and
history lessons.
By Kathleen Ganster

a load off
everyone

Pets can be a stress reliever after a long day at the office,
or a thunderstorm snuggle buddy. But for people suffering
emotional and physical problems, animals act as an outlet
for improving their quality of life. From veterans returning
from war, to kids who just want to walk, we’ll tell you how
pet therapy is changing lives and mending hearts.

When the final
bell rings, your
child is probably heading
to soccer practice, drama
club or debate team—or
maybe all three. Kids
want to be involved in
everything, but a mountain of extracurriculars
could avalanche into
a bad attitude and slipping grades. We’ll help
you balance their schedules for an enriching
and manageable year.

By Kirsten Srinivasan

By Clare Walters

By Erin Golden

36 the power of pets
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Serving many years in private practice in the Armstrong County area, Dr.
Reyer has seen firsthand the negative role that obesity can play in managing
a multitude of medical conditions. To better serve his patient population, he was
inspired by colleagues and The Obesity Society to learn more and become
certified in Obesity Medicine. On December 6, 2012, Dr. Reyer became the first physician in the
state of Pennsylvania to recieve his Achievement of Diplomate from the American Board of
Obesity Medicine (ABOM).

Dr. Reyer is accepting new patients at his office in Sarver, PA, where he
coaches his patients with a unique combination of education and inspiration.
Dr. Reyer is also seeing patients at the ACMH Medical Arts Complex on the
ACMH Hospital Campus on Fridays. Dr. Reyer utilizes weight management
tools such as diet, nutrition education, exercise, medicine and bariatric
treatments to achieve successful transformations.
"Many Americans are struggling to find the adequate support and successful
interventions they need to lose weight and improve their health," said Dr.
Reyer. "A medical specialty in obesity allows me to focus my efforts on
helping people identify the right combination of diet, exercise, behavior
change and medical treatments to get down to a healthy weight.”
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Dear Colleagues and Friends
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This is the third anniversary issue of Community
Health magazine. The public schools of Armstrong
and Indiana counties have a much longer history
of providing high quality health coverage for their
employees—making access to local health care providers and regional medical facilities easily affordable and
accessible.
Through this magazine, free to our area’s public school employees, we share timely health topics
and projects designed and carried out by our member
schools that encourage healthy lifestyles for our families and our students.
This quarterly issue addresses the important topic
of breast cancer and the Affordable Health Care Act.
Articles of local interest include Halloween treats for
our troops, a health fair for Head Start, adult ADHD
and mountain biking for history buffs.
Notice that many of our advertisers are local, too.
Their support helps defray the cost of publication. They
join us in our goal to provide interesting information in
an attractive style that will lead to healthier members
who will help to contain ever-rising health care costs.
Finally, I take this opportunity to say farewell, as I
will be retiring at the end of December after 40 years
in education, 16 of them as executive director for ARIN
IU #28. During that time, our health insurance consortium—the magazine’s prime sponsor—has saved the
schools millions of dollars in premium costs, a great
example of public schools working together to save taxpayers money.
I thank you for all that you do for the children
in our communities, and wish you and your families
the best of health!
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What happens to
if something
happens to

our family
one of us?

“There are only four types of
people in this world:
• Those who have been caregivers
• Those who currently are caregivers
• Those who will be caregivers
• Those who need caregivers”
- Rosalynn Carter, 1997

Ms. Carol J. Fry, Admin. Director
Indiana County Technology Center

ARIN Intermediate Unit	
Jeannette E. Lemmon, jlemmon@iu28.org
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The Need To Plan
For Long-Term Care

If you have taken on the responsibility of providing
care for your parent or spouse, or if you’ve watched
income or assets disappear to pay for care, you understand the consequences a long-term care (LTC) event
can have on a family. If you’ve never had this happen
to you, it’s difficult to fully appreciate how a family unit
can be devastated by this experience.
Coordinating LTC is tough enough. What makes it
even more difficult is a lack of planning. To prepare,
you should focus on the financial, physical, and emotional consequences LTC can have on those you love
most.
It’s never too early or too late to begin your LTC planning. It starts with an honest answer to a simple question: “What is my plan to protect my most important asset – my family?”
If you’re like most people, you probably don’t have an
acceptable answer. You may not have an answer at all!
So, what’s the first step? Education.
Before you start planning, you need to understand
some important issues surrounding LTC – risk, cost of
care, consequences, and options, to name a few. Once
you learn what can happen, and how you can deal with
it, you can make a solid plan that is appropriate for
your situation.
Be strategic. Be proactive, and address the critical issue of LTC. You don’t want to be left facing LTC with
no plan, leaving a devastating financial, physical and
emotional situation for those you love the most – your
family.
Ask yourself: “What’s my plan?”

Long-term
Long-term care
care is
is difficult
difficult enough
enough on
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its own.
own.
A
A lack
lack of
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planning makes
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Show them you care

Create a care package for soldiers overseas or here at home—just in time for the
holidays. Below are some much-needed
items. For more resources, visit:
MilitaryConnections.org
OperationTroopAppreciation.org
CentralPennsylvaniaSupportsTheTroops.com

Food, Snacks and Drinks
Protein bars
Powder drink mix
Tuna and chicken salad
(in foil pouches, or ready-to-eat kits)
Beef jerky
Sunflower seeds
Pumpkin seeds
Hard pretzels
Ritz crackers

Morale-Building
Milky Ways

Granola bars
Dried fruit
Members of the Student Council (above) sort candy into boxes. Students and staff often get
thank-you notes (opposite page) In response to their candy shipments. One soldier, Tyler Cooper,
sent a hard copy of The Soldiers’ Night Before Christmas, along with a DVD of himself reading the book.
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Double bubble
The program cuts down on the amount
of Halloween candy the children gobble
up, and helps Allison promote physical activity. Part of the grand prize for
candy collection is a Free Day in physical education class.
Winners get to choose the activity for
P.E. class on Free Day—a highly coveted
reward. The class that collects the most
candy also receives apples donated by
Naser Grocery in Apollo and the Giant
Eagle in Indiana.
“It is amazing how much they love
Free Day, and how competitive they get,”
Allison says.
The response from the troops has
also been amazing. The students have
received letters, cards, emails, photos, a
military coin and flag, and perhaps the
most touching of all—a Christmas story.
“We received a book called The
Soldiers’ Night Before Christmas, along
with a DVD that shows a soldier, Tyler
Cooper, sitting on his bed, reading it for
our students,” Kehew says.
One soldier even called Kehew to
offer his thanks.

Body wash

Sweet ideas
The effort behind the project comes
from students, staff, faculty and parents,
Kehew says. Student Council members
help pack the many boxes that go out.
PTA members help fill out the customs
forms, and Kehew and Allison transport
the boxes to the post office.
Although the candy is donated by the
students, mailing costs are quite expensive. After all, last year Operation Candy
Drop involved mailing 531 pounds of
candy after the weeklong collection.
Donated funds offset the mailing
costs, and Kehew says their efforts to
raise money have ramped up recently. In
2012, she sold her own homemade baked
goods. Teachers also started a Casual
Day, where they donate money to wear
jeans for the day. A paraprofessional
also sponsors a snack fund, and donates

the profits to worthy causes including
Operation Candy Drop. Kehew says they
also have received donations from the
PTA, Student Council, the Apollo Ridge
Task Force and others.
Kehew says it has also allowed their
students to learn about giving in a very
simple way.
“It may seem like a small act of kindness, giving away some of your candy, but
we tell them many small acts of kindness
add up to a big act,” she says.

Fast fact
In 2012, Apollo-Ridge
Elementary School sent
42 boxes of candy to
10 bases in the United States
and 32 bases overseas.

Liquid soap
Facial cleanser
Deodorant (travel size)
Shaving cream in tubes
Hand and body lotion
Sunblock
Breath mints
Eye drops

Entertainment
iTunes gift cards
Portable CD players and headphones
Electronic handheld games
Small photographs or posters
of scenery for tents and walls
Day planners
Board games
Religious booklets, small Bibles,
inspirational readings

Everything Else
Pillowcases, twin sheets
Towels and washcloths
Laundry detergent
Battery-operated flashlights
Fleece blankets
Winter hats

supplied photos

children have also added letters, cards
and pictures for the troops.
“The little ones who can’t write will
make pictures. It is great to see what they
come up with,” Allison says.

Toiletries (no hotel samples)
Lip balm

School sends sweets to soldiers
with Operation Candy Drop By Kathleen Ganster

It may seem hard to believe, but
children at Apollo-Ridge Elementary
School are giving up their Halloween
candy willingly, and with a smile. They’re
happily shipping their sweet treats to
men and women serving in the U.S.
Armed Forces through a program called
Operation Candy Drop.
Through the project, students bring in
candy from their night of trick-or-treating. The chocolates and gummies are
packaged and shipped to service members who have a connection to one of the
students or the district.
First-grade teacher Jeneane Kehew
organizes the project with physical education teacher Brandon Allison. Kehew
says a form is sent home with the children before the collection. It explains
Operation Candy Drop, and asks for the
names of service members who might
enjoy a box of treats.
“We get former students and graduates of Apollo-Ridge, family members,
and friends of the family serving,”
Kehew says.
If there are extra boxes of candy, they
send two or three to the same soldier
to share. In the last couple of years, the

Caffeinated energy gum or candy

Pre-paid phone cards
Alarm clocks
Cotton T-shirts (green and tan)
Socks (black, olive green and white)
source: Give2TheTroops.org
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SHE SNORES MORE
THAN I DO, BUT I STILL
LOVE MY HUMAN.
— BANDIT
adopted 11-26-09

Adult, Interrupted
ADHD doesn’t just affect kids. Find out why you might be so distracted
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Everyone has a day when focusing on a project is difficult. It is impossible
to finish a task and organization is nonexistent. But when is it just a bad day, and when
is it attention deficit hyperactivity disorder?
“Most of the time when people think
of ADHD, they think of children,” says
Seth Harty, a clinical psychologist at the
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center.
It isn’t uncommon, however, for symptoms to last into adulthood. Harty, who
studies ADHD across the life span, says
though people diagnosed in childhood
frequently experience a decrease in hyperactive and impulsive behaviors as they age,
difficulties with attention tend to persist.
“For all of us, the demands on our time
and attention increase with age, and adults
have more demands than a child or adolescent,” he says. “As the demands of school,
job and family increase, we adjust to the
demands and employ effective strategies to
stay on top of this growing amount of information. For the individual with ADHD,
this process may be very difficult.”
And those consequences may be severe.
Difficulties associated with ADHD may
result in poor job performance and job loss;
forgetting to pay bills and increased debt;
and relationship issues; to name a few.
People can be diagnosed with ADHD in
adulthood, but it is important to note that
adults do not suddenly develop ADHD. For
an adult to be diagnosed, there must be
evidence of impairment during childhood.

But for a number of adults, issues may have
gone undiagnosed in childhood.
Finding answers
A diagnosis has little to do with intelligence. Primary difficulties are seen in
people with a wide variety of abilities.
When the symptoms begin to interfere
with daily life, it needs to be addressed.
The first step in treating these difficulties is to determine if ADHD is the cause.
There are times in everyone’s life where circumstances can cause similar issues.
“Sometimes when we have extremely
intensive demands, our ability to pay
attention and stay focused is naturally
impacted,” he says. “When my children
were born, I didn’t know my own name.”
People worried they or a loved one
might have ADHD should reach out to a
mental health care expert.
“It’s not the most straightforward diagnosis, and there are a lot of variables that

can contribute to one’s ability to pay attention, so it is important to find a clinician
well versed in this area,” Harty says.
Once diagnosed, there are several forms
of treatment not unlike those used with
children. Treatment may be prescription
medication, behavior treatment, or a combination. Simple changes in behavior can
greatly reduce problems, Harty says.
“Let’s say you allow 10 minutes for a
shower before going to work, but once in
there you start daydreaming or planning
your day and you end up spending 20 or
25 minutes. It may be that those behaviors are contributing to chronic lateness at
work. Sometimes, simple changes in behavior, such as setting a timer before taking a
morning shower, can have a direct and positive impact on functioning,” he says.

4%
of adults have ADHD
Source: FDA.gov

The demands
on our time and
attention increase
with age, and adults
have more demands
than a child
or adolescent.
psychologist Seth Harty
C o m m u n i t y H e a lt h
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Students
Helping
Students

Friends come in
all sizes—and species
Highmark’s pet therapy program helps
relieve feelings of loneliness for nursing home residents
For those who know nursing
home residents, it’s easy to understand
that they can often be a lonely place.
Residents can sometimes feel disconnected and in need of companionship.
Fortunately, Highmark’s People Able to
Lend Support program is helping individuals overcome the effects of nursing
home loneliness by introducing a variety
of furry friends through its PALS with
Pets program.
For the past 15 years, Highmark’s
PALS program has been providing support and nonmedical aid to its members
through community-based activities and
services provided by trained and certified volunteers. About three years ago,
PALS with Pets, a program that brings
animals on visits to nursing homes for
pet therapy, was introduced.
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Nursing department hosts
health fair for Head Start families
By Kathleen Ganster

Each year, Indiana County Technology Center practical nursing students offer “one-stop health care” for the
families with children in the Head Start program. They partner
with students from the Allegheny Intermediate Unit to sponsor the
Head Start Health Fair, designed specifically for families in this
early childhood development program.
About 30 practical nursing students from the main Indiana
County Technology Center campus and the Steel Center satellite
campus participate in the health fair.
“The health fair provides excellent hands-on experience for our
students, while allowing the families to get all their health requirements for the program at one place. We call it ‘one-stop health
care,’” says Diana Rupert, administrator of the Practical Nursing
Program at ICTC.

This uplifted attitude in the residents
lasts throughout the visit and beyond,
which makes the caregivers happy, too.
Certifiable fun
During a visit, the residents can interact with the pets by playing with them,
watching them do tricks or simply petting
them. PALS with Pets ensures the safety
of these interactions by teaming up with
Therapy Dogs International and Keystone
Pet-Enhanced Therapy Services, which
train the pets and handlers to ensure they
are certified annually.
No matter how they interact, the
pets are sure to be tired at the end of the
visit as they draw attention from almost
everyone in the nursing home and hardly
ever make it down the hallway without
making a new friend.

Making essentials easy
Parents whose children will be enrolling in the Head Start program must meet Pennsylvania state health care regulations,
including up-to-date immunizations, dental and vision exams,
testing for lead poisoning and other medical requirements. The
medical health care providers are on-hand at the fair to help them
meet those requirements.
The two schools have teamed up for the past three years for the
health fair, says Rupert. This year, the fair was at the AIU #3 on
June 21. In the three years, more than 60 families and children
have received free services provided at the fair, Rupert says.
The health fair offers a unique opportunity for Head Start families. Many have transportation limitations, Rupert says, and having
the “one-stop health care” service lets them take care of the health
requirements easily without having to go from provider to provider.
Health care providers who attend the health fair include
a dentist, Ronald McDonald Care Mobile, Blind and Vision
Rehabilitation Services of Pittsburgh, the Allegheny County
Health Department, the Allegheny County Department of Human

lend a helping hand—or paw
Reaching as far east as Lancaster and
as far north as Erie, Highmark PALS
is currently represented in 29 counties throughout Pennsylvania, as well as
10 counties in West Virginia. Detweiler
encourages people to volunteer for something in which they are passionate, and
experience how rewarding it is.
“PALS with Pets is a perfect way for
people who love animals to get involved
and put a smile on someone’s face,”
Detweiler says.
If you or someone you know would
like to volunteer or learn more about
Highmark’s PALS program, call
(800) 988-0706, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Mondays through Fridays. TTY users
should call (800) 988-0668.

supplied photos

A reliable friend
Research has shown that pet therapy
programs have a number of positive emotional and physical effects. Not only
does pet therapy help fill nursing homes
with laughter and interaction among
residents, but it also diminishes pain,
reduces anxiety, lowers blood pressure
and helps make patients more receptive
to medical treatment and nourishment.
Pet therapy has even been said to bring
back childhood memories for those suffering from dementia.
PALS program coordinator Randy
Detweiler sees these positive effects and
can recall heart-warming visits.
“One of the nursing homes we visited
cared for a woman that hadn’t spoken in
three months,” he says. “When we put a
dog on her lap, she spoke with joy about a
puppy she had as a young girl.”
When the pets arrive, residents
become happier and more cooperative.

benchmarks

Services, the Steel Center
Vocational Technical
School Adult Education
Department, and of course,
students from both schools.
The providers volunPractical nursing students    
also painted faces at    
teer their time and care, so
the Head Start health fair.    
the health care services are
offered free-of-charge to
families and their children.
“I’m very big on volunteer work, and this is a way for our students to see the value of volunteering in your community when they
see these health care providers giving of their time,” Rupert says.
Invaluable experience
The practical nursing students guide the children through them to
the various health care stations and by providing some of the basic
health care screenings, such as taking height and weight measurements. They provide adults with blood pressure screenings, and
also offer one-on-one educational sessions with the children and
families on topics including summer safety and dental hygiene.
Rupert says for some of the practical nursing students, this may
be one of their first experiences with preschool children.
“This provides my students with exposure to children, and lets
them see the growth and development of the preschool-age child,”
she says.
Parents appreciate getting all their screenings done at the
health fair, Rupert says, and the children love the last stop—a
face-painting station the nursing students set up. The AIU also
offers raffle prizes as an extra incentive to attend the fair.
As for nursing students, they gain valuable hands-on experience
while fulfilling some clinical nursing hours required by the state.
“Plus, they feel good about the role they are playing in their
community,” Rupert says.

The health fair provides excellent hands-on experience for our students, while allowing
the families to get all their health requirements for the program at one place.
Diana Rupert, ICTC Practical Nursing Program director
C o m m u n i t y H e a lt h
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You don’t have to live with
painful varicose and spider veins.
Should I Have My Veins Evaluated?

Q & A WITH A VEIN SPECIALIST: While finishing charts at the
end of my day, I took a few moments to listen to my staff answer
questions for a patient on the phone. The questions asked were very
important as were the answers that were given. Here are some
examples:

What is Phlebology?

Phlebology is the branch of medicine that deals with veins and the
disease of veins. Two organizations dedicated to the advancement of
this field are The American College of Phlebology and the American
Venous Forum.

Why should I see a board- certified phlebologist to evaluate
my varicose veins

When it comes to any aspect of your health care, it is important to
be proactive in the choice and research of who will become medically
responsible for your evaluation and treatment. Though venous
disease is not always a visible ailment, it can be a serious health
problem leading to more serious issues, so choosing a specialist, or
board certified phlebologist for your venous care is a wise decision.
Board certification in phlebology identifies a physician who has
taken the extra step of becoming specialized in the treatment of
venous disease. Not only is the physician often a member of
organizations such as the American College of Phlebology (ACP) and
the American Venous Forum (AVF) but they have met additional
requirements set by the certifying board. After meeting these
requirements, he or she must then pass a certifying exam allowing the
physician to identify him or herself as board-certified.

Is membership the same as board certification?

This question is particularly important as it defines the specialty of
a phlebologist. While a physician may be a member of many different
organizations, these organizations only require an interest in the field
for joining. Thus membership is unlike board certification where
qualification is determined through training and testing. Here’s how
the ACP defines its board certification: “The establishment of a Board
Certification Exam brings recognition to both the field of phlebology
and those providers in the field who have the knowledge, skills and
experience to provide quality care to phlebology patients.”

Pedal to
the Past

I had a free screening at a
health fair and was told that
I don't have venous disease,
but I still have aching, pain
and discoloration at the
ankles. What should I do?

By Kathleen Ganster

While free screenings can be
informative, remember that this is
just a brief glance into a patient's
venous system. A complete venous
exam and venous mapping by a
board-certified phlebologist is best
to determine if a patient has venous
disease.
Since a proper venous ultrasound
is such an integral part of this
evaluation, the American College of
Phlebology has set requirements for it
that include the following:
• A venous ultrasound should be ordered by a
physician.
• A lower extremity ultrasound should study the entire leg, from ankle
to groin. Failure to identify and treat all sources of reflux may result
in outright treatment failure.
• Evaluation of the venous system should be performed with the patient
in the upright position. Sitting or lying down are inappropriate for
the detection of reflux or the measurement of vein diameters.
• A venous ultrasound should be performed by a trained physician or a
registered vascular ultrasound technician (RVT) and then
interpreted by a physician.

Riding on bikes through the
battlefields of Gettysburg, two
Marion Center Area School District
teachers were moved by what they were
experiencing.
It also sparked an idea. Why not
bring their own students to the historic
battlefields?
“The district used to bring the students to Gettysburg, but with cuts in
funding, field trips have been eliminated,” says Paul DeHaven, a health and
physical education teacher for grades
seven to 12 at the district.
“But we were so moved by this historical gem only three hours from our district.
We just thought it would be really nice to
bring our students there.”
DeHaven was riding with his wife
and fellow health and physical education teacher, Monica, and their daughter,
Robin, now 9. The three were on a tour
guided by Bob Steenstra, of Gettysbike
Tours, an experience that allowed them
to travel some of the actual paths of Civil
War soldiers.
“A bike ride is a great way to see the battlefields. You actually feel the inclines and
rolling hills, and experience what the soldiers felt like when they crested the hill,”
DeHaven says.

If I have had an evaluation elsewhere, can I still be evaluated
in your office?

Of course. A free evaluation is commonly ‘ free’ because patients
are often not meeting with a physician, a physician assistant or a nurse
practitioner, so this visit cannot be billed to insurance. However, most
insurances allow for a second opinion. If you have any questions
about the second opinion being covered, contact member services on
the back of your insurance card.

Terrance R.
R. Krysinski,
Krysinski,MD,
MD RPhS, RVS
Terrance
General
Surgeon
Board
Certified
Phlebologist
Board Certified Phlebologist
Vein
Institute of Pittsburgh
Vein Institute of Pittsburgh
724.934.VEIN
724.934.VEIN(8346)
(8346)

724-934-VEIN (8346)
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Biking program combines history
with physical education

This Industry Insight was written by Theresa Schneider.

VEIN INSTITUTE
OF PITTSBURGH

marion center area sd

Planning the route
When the couple returned home, they
brainstormed with others in the district—including history and social studies
teachers Mark Magolis, Glenda Cribs and
Chris Peters—to come up with a plan to
incorporate both physical education and
history lessons.
The result was History Buff Bikers.
The club was approved by the district last
fall, and more than 30 juniors and seniors
attended the first meeting.
“We were really surprised, but happy

Gettysbike Tours guide Bob Steenstra led the tour of the historic Gettysburg battlefields.

with how many students showed up.
There was definitely a lot of interest,”
DeHaven says.
In May, 17 of those students went on a
two-day trip to Gettysburg. They spent a
great deal of that trip on their bikes.
There were several steps to make
the trip happen, not least of which was
buying 20 mountain bikes. As the club
adviser, DeHaven was able to get $10,400
from a trust created by a former and now
deceased principal, and with that money,
purchased the bikes and a used trailer to
haul the bikes.
“We got an excellent deal on the bikes
from Indiana Schwinn Cycling & Fitness
Center, and a local State Farm representative, Bill Thompson, gave us money for
helmets,” DeHaven says.
DeHaven drove to West Virginia to
purchase the trailer he found on Craigslist,
and then had to figure out how to outfit it
to hold the bikes.
“I parked it at my dad’s (mechanic)
shop, then spent a couple of sleepless
nights working it out,” he laughs. DeHaven
pulls the trailer using his own truck.

You actually feel the
inclines and rolling hills,
and experience what
the soldiers felt like
when they crested the hill.
Paul DeHaven, sponsor of
history Buff Bikers club

Shifting gears
Everything came together, and a group
of 30 students, advisers and chaperones
spent two days exploring Gettysburg on
May 31 and June 1. They rode their bikes
through the battlefields, and even went
on an evening ghost tour. Gettysbike
Tours gave them a discount to help with
costs, DeHaven says. Students paid for
meals, the ghost tour and souvenirs.
DeHaven’s close friend, Eric Davis,
a teacher at nearby Hempfield School
District, often rides with him. The two
explored the battlefields of Antietam
National Park in Maryland in early
summer, and hope to take a joint group
from both schools to those battlefields
in the future.
In the meantime, DeHaven wants to
offer bike safety and maintenance workshops for his students.
“We found that while they could ride the
bikes, they didn’t really have any idea on the
mechanics. We must have had 10 chains
slip off, because the students didn’t know
when to shift gears,” DeHaven says.
He also wants to take them out on some
of the local trails nearby, including the
popular Hoodlebug Trail. DeHaven also
continues to explore funding sources to
buy more bikes, and hopefully get more
students involved.
DeHaven says he hopes other districts
will use their program as a model to create
similar programs for their own students.
“Studies show students who are physically active do better in school,” he says.
“We think this is a great way to get them
more active, and also teach them history.”
C o m m u n i t y H e a lt h
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Driving changes

How the new health care landscape
will affect those with high-end plans

Do you have a Cadillac? According to the Affordable Care Act, some of us may have a Cadillac health plan by 2018. What is
a Cadillac health plan? According to the ACA, if your employer group health plan costs more than $10,200 for a Single plan, or
$27,500 for a Family plan in 2018, then you have a Cadillac plan.
As proposed, the ACA will impose an assessment of 40% on the amount that exceeds the respective thresholds of $10,200 and
$27,500. What does that mean? Here is an example:
School District ABC is estimated
to have an annual cost of $12,200 for
Single, and $30,100 for Family by 2018.
According’s health plan is estimated to
have an annual to the ACA, this plan is
considered a Cadillac plan.
The plan will be assessed 40% of
the difference between the cost and the
threshold, which equals $800 for each
Single contract, and $1,040 for each
Family contract. So, if the district has
30 Single contracts and 80 Family contracts, the total assessment to the district
is $107,200. The district is responsible
for this cost.
How can this cost be mitigated?
The first thought would be to have the
employees share in the cost of the assessment by paying a premium co-share.
Although this a good thought, the sharing
of the premium with the employee does
not lessen the employer’s responsibility,
14
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since the government is not interested in
who actually pays for the health care coverage. The best practice would be to start
reviewing plan options. Since this ACA
provision does not take effect until 2018,
implementation of changes over the next
several years with a renewed emphasis on consumerism and lifestyle choices
should be the forefront of the strategic
plan to achieve cost savings over time and
lessen employer’s and employee’s financial exposure. Changes to health plans
are the most effective means to reduce
the annual cost of a health plan and avoid
the Cadillac penalties.
An employer’s biggest challenge is to
develop plans that will engage employees to become more aware of how to be
an effective health care consumer, while
maintaining the same coverage. What
does this mean? When a health plan
changes, such changes do not mean a
reduction in the availability of treatment

options. Rather, there is an increased
sharing of cost between the employee
and the employer for the cost of care. In
most changes, the plan provisions do not
change except for the increased sharing
of monies for the services obtained. When
a person has to spend additional money
out of their pocket, he or she will become
more aware of the true cost, and explore
options to possibly reduce the cost, while
not affecting the quality of care.
A new type of plan
An increasingly popular plan being introduced by employers is the Qualified High
Deductible Health Plan. This is a plan regulated by the IRS, in that the agency sets
the minimum and maximum deductibles
for the plan, and maximum out-of-pocket
expenses. For the majority of employers,
the introduction of this plan reduces the
risk of the potential Cadillac penalties.
So does this mean the employee now

has a substandard plan? No, the QHDHP
typically mirrors an employer’s current
plan provisions, and has the same provider networks. However, the employee
will share more in the cost of the plan
at the time of service. This plan is considered a first-dollar plan, which means
the employee is responsible for an initial
amount of monies before the insurance
plan will begin paying for claims. For
example, an employer may offer QHDHP
where the initial out-of-pocket expense
for a Single contract would be $1,250, and
$2,500 for a Family plan.
With a QHDHP, an employee is able
to open a Health Saving Account, which
is essentially a savings account for current and future health care expenses. The
attraction of the HSA is that the money
deposited into the account goes in taxfree. The interest on the account grows tax
free and withdrawals are tax-free if used
for qualified medical expenses. HSA contributions may be made by employees or
employers. The IRS places an annual contribution cap on these accounts. For 2013,

We can become
educated consumers
who make informed choices
when obtaining care,
without sacrificing quality.
the maximum contribution for a family is
$6,450. Employees 55 and older may contribute an additional $1,000.
HSA accounts are owned by the individual. They are completely portable from
one employer to another, and there is no
limit to the account balance. So, over a
period of time, a considerable amount of
money can be saved for post-retirement
health care and expenses.
Finally, since our health care premiums are driven by our health care
expenses, everyone needs to be more
aware of the nutrition and fitness choices
they make. The healthier you are, the
fewer health claims and less out-of-pocket

expenses you’ll experience. There is no
one program that will motivate everyone
to jump on the healthy choice bandwagon. As individuals, we must make
personal choices to minimize our health
risk factors. As employers and employees plan for the future of their health care,
a key component should be education on
healthy lifestyle choices. Such efforts can
be incorporated into the benefit plans
or standalone plans that provide the
resources to make educated decisions.
The Affordable Care Act has led to
some profound changes in the healthcare
marketplace. The looming Cadillac penalties, while a few years away, need to be
dealt with now. As we proceed through
the health care maze, we may find we have
to pay more for our health care. However,
we can become educated consumers who
make informed choices when obtaining
care, without sacrificing quality.
This article was submitted by
The Reschini Group, employment
benefits specialists.

What matters most?
Future? Family? Fun?
All of the above?

When it comes to planning for your long-term financial goals,
there’s one group that always stops to consider what matters
most to you.
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Jody Claypool

Susan Painter
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Better Hearing Q & A

Partners
in Learning

Our patients always have great questions about hearing and hearing technology. We feel it’s our
job as the community’s only AudigyCertified™ practice to provide not only exceptional hearing
care and technology recommendations, but the informative answers you’re looking for so you
can confidently make decisions about your hearing.

Q

A: Yes. This revolutionary new technology

is typically referred to as an “Invisible-in-the-Canal”
hearing aid. It’s perfect for those with active or
casual lifestyles, or for those who prefer a discreet
hearing technology solution.

By Kathleen Ganster

Any educator knows that hands-on experiences take
learning to a whole new level. Students from Indiana Area
School District schools have been fortunate to practice various
forms of art in hands-on experiences, led by experts in the field.
Thanks to the ArtsPath program, students work with artists
and authors through Artist-in-Residency programs at the district.
“We bring in extremely knowledgeable people to help enhance
our educational programming. The students really enjoy it,” says
Amy O’Neal, IASD spokeswoman.
What makes the program even more unique is how it’s
funded. The program is supported by S&T Bank through the
Educational Improvement Tax Credit.
And the students and faculty aren’t the only ones who benefit
from the program—the bank does, too.

Try Invisible Technology for Yourself
Call today to set up your free invisible
technology consultation. If you love
these devices as much as we think you
will, we’ll give you $500 off when you
decide to purchase a set.

Be Active. Be Engaged. Be Yourself.

We’re happy to tell you that our practice has more
invisible technology options than ever before to
give you the choice, comfort, and clarity you
deserve to experience better hearing.

Community partners
Businesses that participate in the EITC program may receive
a tax credit equal to 75% of its contribution, up to a maximum of $300,000 per taxable year. If the business agrees
to fund the same amount for two consecutive years, the tax
credit may increase to 90% of the contribution. The business
must be approved to participate in program offered through
the Department of Community and Economic Development.
Approved businesses then work with a nonprofit organization,
which in turn provides the funding to the school districts.
S&T and Indiana Area School District work with the
Community Foundation for the Alleghenies. The foundation supports organizations in Bedford, Cambria and Somerset counties,
and parts of Indiana County.
“We act as the liaison between the businesses and the bank,”
says Barb Charney, accounting associate at the foundation. “The
businesses are able to donate to the school districts through us.”

Proudly Serving the Indiana
Community for 25 Years!
Our Services
 Honest, realistic answers to your hearing concerns

Artists in their midst
According to Charney, qualifying educational programs must
be innovative and a bit different than normal curriculum, like
the artist-in-residency program at IASD.

 Precise and comprehensive hearing evaluations

724.471.3345

Sara J. Webber, Au.D.
Licensed Audiologist

1011 Water St • Indiana, PA 15701
Visit us online at www.IndianaAudiology.com
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 A wide selection of the simplest to the most
advanced digital instruments
 Hearing system fittings and follow-up care,
including in-office service
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Business grant program funds
unique education opportunities

AGX Hearing’s invisible devices respond
to the world around you. If you’re going
to a noisy restaurant, an important
meeting, or simply relaxing in front of
the TV with your family, your aids will
adjust to your environment, so you can
enjoy the moments that make your life
your own.

Are there hearing
aids that can’t be
seen when worn?

Indiana Area SD

Every school district is tightening its
wallet, and this provides funding for this
wonderful programming for our students.
Amy O’Neal, Indiana Area SD spokeswoman

Writer P.J. Piccirillo
works with a student
as part of Indiana Area School District’s
Artist-in-Residency program.

The ArtsPath program is an arts-in-education program that
partners with the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts. ArtsPath
serves Armstrong, Butler, Jefferson and Indiana counties
and helps place artists of various mediums into schools for
extended, in-depth residency activities.
Last year, seventh-grade IASD students worked with visiting author P.J. Piccirillo. The 18-day-residency supported
the students’ unit on the novel Around the World in 80 Days,
O’Neal says. Students learned about Piccirillo’s career, the
overall writing process, how to develop story ideas, and how to
put emotions into a story.
Past residencies included a program that focused on success for at-risk students in the district’s alternative education
program, and another that involved junior high students in
accelerated English.
“It varies from year to year. In all cases, artists-in-residency provide stimulation, content-specific experiences to
students which are integrated into the students’ curriculum,”
O’Neal says.
Unique opportunities
Todd Brice, president of S&T Bank says, the program allows
them to give to the community where they live and work.
“We see it as our responsibility to do what we can to make
our communities a better place to live and work. The EITC
program is a great vehicle for investing in initiatives like the
Artist-in-Residence program in the Indiana Area School
District,” he says.
The school district wouldn’t be able to host the ArtsPath program without S&T’s funding, O’Neal says.
“For us, it means we can do things above and beyond our
regular curriculum. Every school district is tightening its wallet, and this provides funding for this wonderful programming
for our students,” O’Neal says.
For more information on the Educational Improvement Tax
Credit program, do a Web search for “Pennsylvania EITC.”
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